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VISION

● Rejuvenate land
● Sequester carbon
● Generate Rural Income
● Mitigate Migration
● Industry without power
● Organic farming at Scale

A letter from our CEO from 2015, reprinted, is even more relevant today.
In this day and age our planet is in danger. The last century has seen the worst
of progress. The earth’s resources have been depleted. Too many plant and
animal species have become extinct. Forests have been destroyed. Rivers are
polluted. Even human nature has degraded. Corruption and greed are the
order of the day. It is a veritable ‘Kali Yuga’.
Sadly, there are no heroes. Martin Luther King, Mahatma Gandhi, Florence
Nightingale - can we find anyone of this calibre and command today ?
Scientific and industrial paradigms, the cycle of production and consumption,
coupled with multiplying human populations bring clouds bearing despair not
rain. What intelligence we have is lost in onerous seminars and conferences.
‘Awareness’ parties, garlanding with complimentary speeches make waste of
NGO development funds at grassroots levels. How ‘Jagrit’ are we going to be ?
Can we act ? Can we reach the People ? Can we even hope for change ?

Smita Shah

MISSION

Healthy Soil, Healthy Crop,
Healthy Food, Healthy Body,
Healthy Mind, Healthy Society

BENEFITS

● Good market price
● 10% higher than market rate
for zero chemical produce
● Add a cow to your assets
● Avail benefits from Govt. schemes
● Obtain Organic Certification
● Loan paid back helps more
people in same community
● Vibrant Village Economy
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Since 2014, JOY’s rural development programs in Karnataka were centred on field surveys,
sensitising and spreading awareness on soil rejuvenation among farmers. JOY followed with
training programs on production of vermicompost and organic growth promoters and
pesticides like vermitea and vermiwash for self-use on their farms.
In addition, farmers were trained to acquire the entrepreneurial acumen to market surplus
vermicompost, vermitea and vermiwash to enhance their income. JOY widened the activity
with additional inputs for farmers, planting dwarf coconut saplings and growing fruit trees with
the objective of paving the way eventually for self-sustainable bio-villages.
This year we
spent 8 months
working on the
NSDC GE Power
CSR Program in
Gulburga and
we enjoyed the
challenges of it.
Challenges:
Harsh terrain,
shortage of
water, loss of
enthusiasm by
the women
farmers.

FIELD VISIT
Our Operational Manager Ms. Carina made a field visit and was stationed in Gulbarga for
a week. She personally visited all the beneficiaries to motivate them. We started an
office in the GE campus.
Ms. Carina also established market linkages for local sale of Vermicompost in the
Shahabad market.
The trainers brought by Mr. Guruprasad from Myrada, Channabasaiah at Petshirur and
Mounesh at Bankoor were ineffective in installation of vermibeds. They distributed
the lessons and attempted training but the first three months were an uphill task. As
Mr. Siddalingaiah, the Assessor from ASCI explained to us later, the people in Gulbarga
are suspicious and slow to accept agents of change. The weather conditions were also
very harsh. Agriwaste was not available. Water was scarce. Channabasaiah and
Mounesh were not self motivated. The JOY office in the GE campus was remote and
remained unused.

PROJECT TYPE :
In-situ training in
Vermicompost production
VENUE :
Bankoor, Gulbarga, Karnataka
SPONSORED BY :
General Electric Company, India
TRAINING PARTNER :
Jaya Organic Yojana (JOY)
TRAINING PERIOD :
8th Mar - 8th Sep 2017

Solutions :
New initiatives
at motivation &
mobilisation,
intervention by
JOY’s H.O Team,
a participatory
adventure.

Demonstration on
Vermi bed installation
and ﬁlling by Dr. Priya Maddi

In such an environment Ms. Carina’s visits to farmers’ homes and villages proved to be
the first icebreaker.
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RECONFIRMING FACTS
We decided to send an experienced Kannada speaking team led by a woman co-ordinator
accompanied by a communicative supervisor and experienced trainers. Sunitha, Papanna,
Raghavendra and Kaveri Gowda were selected from Kanakapura.
Our very own Krishi Pandit & successful entrepreneur, an expert in earthworm technology,
Mr. Vishwanath Wodeyar was also roped in from Ranebennur, Haveri.

Operational Manager Ms. Carina with beneﬁciaries at the Bankoor Bus stop

Raghavendra in action

Sunitha explains the beneﬁts

Kaveri Gowda does his bit

Sunitha convincing the elders

P.O.P branding - Introducing the Vermi compost in the local market

P.O.P branding - Awareness at the market place

Vishwanath Wodeyar, Sunitha, Papanna & Raghavendra in a group interaction
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Sunitha & Papanna
personally evaluate
each beneﬁciary’s
interest & capacity

INTENSIVE COMMUNITY WORK
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FINALLY THE VERMIBEDS WERE
DISTRIBUTED AND THE PRACTICALS BEGAN
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JOY’S IN-SITU INDIVIDUAL
TRAINING IN ACTION

First salt & turmeric are spread below the Vermibed

14 pegs are inserted into the ground

An alternate method for Vermibed installation

A pipe is ﬁtted at one end for vermi tea outflow

Filling the Vermibed with brown agri waste (50%)

Preparing the cowdung slurry (30%)

Alternate layers of agri waste & cowdung slurry

Marking the pole points
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HALF TERM RESULTS
In such an environment the people surged around Sunitha and Papanna like bearers of
hope. They related with our staff as they are simple rural people themselves. Sunitha
and Papanna do not even speak let alone write English. But they are digitally literate.
They can Google search, Google map, use email and whatsapp.
Both became extraordinarily motivated. They returned to Bengaluru and surprised us.
Of their own volition they decided to go back until training was complete.
Sunitha said, “The people have so much hope that through us their life will change, their
land will become bountiful. They have taken it as a challenge, and we also have taken it
as a challenge. We WILL help these wretched people".
Our target is 100. We are reaching 150 beneficiaries. This is an interesting twist - it has
taken 3 months and a team to install the Vermibeds for information to spread.
Sunitha came through. Papanna came through. Even Raghavendra is committed with a
gentle dedication.
The harsh terrain, the pitiful condition of life here, the enthusiasm of the farmers, and
the knowledge from their own three years of experience brings information which they
share here - we can indeed rejuvenate the soil, make the land fertile. Our climatic
conditions are in our hands.
From far away Haveri, Vishwanath Wodeyar was also moved to leave his thriving
business, and came here on June 30th with his own labour to help him, carrying their
own pick axes from 500 kms away to train while the Kodihalli group took a break.
Without a salary.
At this point, the farmers understood the benefit to them, their soil, their water, their
future.
The excitement was palpable.
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DISTRIBUTING EARTHWORMS,
COCONUT & MANGO SAPLINGS
Vishwanath Wodeyar took 150 kilos of earthworms and 105 mango and 105 coconut saplings to
distribute in Gulbarga. Here, finally, we felt the true impact of JOY's intervention. Finally we were
validated. Our own trainee, Vishwanath Wodeyar has become a successful entrepreneur - and
validated our green program. In this case, JOY was not initiating the planting of saplings. It was
Vishwanath, our erstwhile trainee, who reminded, nudged us to buy the saplings. "Trees, amma,
trees. We MUST give them trees. Let us give each farmer a mango and a coconut sapling”.
Such a simple matter. Why have decades gone by and Gulbarga couldn't simply plant trees ? The
GE compound has trees. They stop at the gate. Now a GE program will bring lasting prosperity to
the people, rejuvenate soil and recharge groundwater.
Seeds were distributed, and small bags to grow saplings. Pongomia, Albizia Richardiana, Bauhinia
Purpuria, Gulmohur and Jacaranda. However it is going to be an effort to convince the farmers to
start nurseries yet.
Follow up is required. Our 100 beneficiaries can easily make 500 each ! Then there would be
50,000 trees! One day we will go back and see.
Aside : “I know no greater pleasure than parking my car in my own self made shade. Under a row of trees that
I myself planted”. S.K.S

Vishwanath Wodeyar
brought the JOY tipper
loaded with Coconut &
Mango saplings
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FILLING THE VERMIBED

WATERING BECOMES THE HABIT

Vermibeds filled with cow dung slurry and agriwastes (Brown & green).

Regular watering should be done because earthworms breathe through their skins and therefore
must have a moist environment to live. If an earthworm’s skin dries out, it dies. The vermibed
filling must be able to absorb and retain water.

20% green leaves are important. This brings Nitrogen content to Vermicompost. In this
intervention a tipper load of green leaves, courtesy GE, was distributed to the beneficiaries.
The future effort has to be to plant sufficient number of Glyricidia trees on farmers’ lands.
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THE EUDRILLUS EUGENIAE EARTHWORM
The African night crawler (ANC), known scientifically as Eudrilus Eugeniae, is considered to be
the most efficient composting earthworm in the tropics.
It is a large earthworm that grows extreme rapidly under optimum conditions.
Eudrillus Eugeniae has high reproduction rates.
It is capable of decomposing large quantities of organic wastes quickly and incorporating them
into the topsoil.
Eudrillus Eugeniae has very good feeding and reproductive rates. But since it is sensitive to
population pressures, handling and flutuations in culture conditions, the earthworms should be
frequently harvested to reduce pressure.
Its main disadvantages are its narrow temperature tolerance and sensitivity to handling.
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SEEING IS BELIEVING
On his next trip from Haveri we asked Vishwanath to bring a 100 bags of vermicompost from our
warehouse at Harihara. This vermicompost was made by our beneficiaries in Haveri and
Davanagere districts.
Each beneficiary received 40-50 kilos of vermicompost. The program was for each farmer to test
the effects on a sample plot within her crop for comparative analysis.
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TEAK TREES ADD TO RURAL WEALTH

JOY distributed 5 teak trees to each beneficiary. This is not an expensive proposition. More
people should be encouraged to do this whatever the rural skilling program may be. The outcome
can bring a sea-change to rural wealth.
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OUR QUESTION PAPER

JOY conducts an internal multiple choice exam in the regional language. Here we see Divya
collecting data in the field. The more we know about the area, the culture, the livelihood patterns
& the problems, the more we can tailor custom made solutions for each geography.
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ASSESSMENT
Dr. C M Siddalingaiah, Retd. Vetinary Asst.
Director Srirangapatna Taluk, Assessor from
ASCI said, "The people have got confidence after
seeing the demonstration on the banana plants.
I personally went to see, I heard about it and
went even in the rain."
"I personally saw 1/2 acre of bananas. In 3 or 4
guntas (about 4000 sq. ft.) of demonstration
area, the diseased bananas have regained their
life and grown better and more greenish than the
other part of the same area I must say. The
farmer had used chemicals like DAP and Urea
and Mangala in the other part, and used the
vermicompost on the demonstration area."
"I do observe that people were eager to know the
change while explaining about the Vermi
compost".
"I have done more than 150 assessments and I always take the time to
encourage people with their success with their own experiments. This is my
own extension work."
"The very first thing is you (JOY) have gone where people do not like to go - I
was astonished to see a farmer who has 5, even 10 acres of land is going to
work as coolie. Very great pity I must say, it is very good black soil."
"In Mandya, Patna, that side, even with one acre the farmer is proud and tills
the land."
"I have worked with Manubhai Desai Magsaysay Award Winner. You are
working in an area where you will get very good recognition. You can do so
many things where you are working. It is very good, JOY going to a hard area.
Definitely you are recognised by the people there. It is not easy to be accepted
by the people in this belt, I can appreciate. At present your people are doing
good work. The final success will come in one year."
"What I have observed, the people will not let you go. They are knowing now
very well about the Vermi compost. With records the beneficiaries have got a
very high score - people can normally get a high score. But in this area, where
the people are very backward, we saw a very good result by your training".
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OF JOY BENEFICIARIES

96%
RESULT

“Brought in
awareness,
technology, and
innovation”

“Your organisation
bridges the gap,
you actually reach
the last mile and
the farmer with
a variety of
knowledge”

“The staff had
a grassroots touch
to it, they were
enthusiastic and
dedicated”

“Each and
every step and
technique was
understood well”

“Gave a lot
of women
social
mobility”

“Efficient
use of raw
materials”
“A sense of
community
ownership”

“There was
a lot of
consistency
of design”
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EMPOWERMENT - FORMING FIGs FOR SOLIDARITY
Farmer Interest Group (FIG) is a self managed, independent group of farmers. All farmers work
together pool their resources, buy raw materials at lower costs and fetch higher prices in joint sales.

10 Farmer Interested Groups (FIG) were formed in Gulbarga

“Empowerment by Design & Individual Affirmation”
-S.K.S
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TESTIMONIALS

GROOMING ON BANKING LITERACY

Vermicompost will help the farmers to grow the crops.
Farmers will get more yield and income by using
vermicompost. This is an easy and good project for us. We
have to put cow dung slurry, Agri wastes for ﬁlling of
vermibeds. Composting is done with the help of
earthworms and microorganisms at optimum temperature.
Earthworms will digest only 5-10% of the consumed food.
We used Agriwastes and Industrial wastes after oil
extraction from the flowers for the vermicompost
production

Crop residues, Paddy, Wheat & Maize straw, Vegetable
wastes, Wastes from ﬁbre industries, Wastes from oil
extraction industries, Wastes from food processing and
Sugarcane industry, Oil puriﬁcation industries, seed
production industries., etc.

We have received 1 Coffee plant, Tarpaulin, 14
sticks, Coconut, Mango plants and 1-27 lessons on
vermicompost production from Jaya Organic Yojana.
We are producing vermicompost with less cost for
our own use. We stopped buying chemical fertilizers.
Now we are using Vermicompost and vermiwash for
the production of crops. By using these, crops will
get more resistance to disease and pests.

Mallamma
Malagathi

Geetha

Taritanda
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SCALING UP

VERMICOMPOSTING PROGRAM IN MADHYA PRADESH
April 2018 –November 2018

Our aim is to develop methodology and curriculum to reach scale in India. We have been working in
different districts in Karnataka, with the view to work in different geographies, climate and cultural
context to check the scalability of our program.
The solutions we are developing will have a profound effect if we can impact the nation not through our
efforts alone. It is our intention to share what we do with other NGO’s, other organizations, schools,
universities, KVK’s and the Government machinery. Many of our CEO’s interventions have been taken
up on a National scale since the 70’s. But this is the first time that it is a hands on full scale
intervention from A to Z.
In May, we were visited by a young man from Pune, Chittrarth Verma, who comes from Chhindwara
District in Madhya Pradesh. He had just resigned from an IT job and wanted to contribute to society.
Thus was born the Madhya Pradesh Program.
We began an exciting journey training farmers in Hadia, Basuriya, Budhena, Murgitola, Papda,
Rajdhana, Satiya, Chhatakalan and Ghondi villages. 210 farmers were provided with the means of
production, namely Vermibeds and earthworms accompanied by training to produce their own

Village
Hadia
Basuriya
Budhena
Murgitola
Papda
Rajdhana
Sathiya
Chhatakalan
Ghondi
Total Number of
Beneﬁciaries

Number of
Beneﬁciaries
68
15
19
11
11
9
47
7
23

Star�ng Beneﬁciaries
Total Cancella�ons
Final Number of Beneﬁciaries

210
19
191

VERMIBEDS INSTALLED:
Trainer Name
Shivam
Ravishankar
Rekhanlal
TOTAL VERMIBEDS INSTALLED

210

home-made vermicompost for use on their own lands. The beneficiaries were able to reduce their
dependency on chemical fertilizers and pesticides dramatically, with many ceasing their usage
completely.

Tulsabai Sathiya

Jhadulal Sathiya

SHADE TREES:
Trainer Name
Shivam
Ravishankar
Rekhanlal

Seetaram Sathiya – Shade Shed

Week 28

Week 31
45
50
64

Hiramlal Inwa�

Week 32
54
60
64

Week 35
35
70
64

65
70
64

Week 28
67
70
64

Week 31
67
70
64
201
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ACHIEVEMENTS:
Some harvested vermi compost was sprinkled over a small area of 1000 sq. mtr while sowing Wheat
(Alok Verma’s farm - MP200). The results are denser and taller Wheat flowers as compared to the rest
of the (Urea applied) area.

First lot of vermi compost harvest obtained from Rajaram Uikey (MP122)

Urea applied Wheat

EARTHWORMS DISTRIBUTION:

Vermi compost applied Wheat

RESULTS: HARVESTING COMPOST

Vermicompost Harvested (number of beneﬁciaries):
Trainer
Name
Shivam
Ravishankar
Rekhanlal
Total
Number of
Beneﬁciaries

Week 31
October
24, 2018

Week 32
Nov 1,
2018
1
2
0

Week 35
Nov 19,
2018
2
2
6

Week 36
Nov 26,
2018
4
5
6

Week 37 Week 39 Week 40
Dec 2,
Dec 19,
Dec 26,
2018
2018
2018
Total
6
6
10
12
41
7
7
10
12
45
6
6
11
12
47

Trainer Name
Shivam
Ravishankar
Rekhanlal
BENEFICIARIES WHO RECEIVED
EARTHWORMS

Week 31
46
50
30

Week 35
65
65
64
194

133

TOTAL OF FULL VERMIBEDS HARVESTED
TOTAL OF HALF VERMIBEDS HARVESTED
ALL VERMIBEDS: TOTAL

Week 40
133
42
175

REMAINING BENEFICIARIES WITH ZERO HARVEST

Week 40
16

First lot of vermi compost harvest obtained from the trainer’s batch and another unit taken for Demo
and development of vermi culture

Ravishanker Dehariya’s lot

Harvest from the Demo/Vermiculture batch

Ugro Bai Sathiya

Ramvilas Sathiya
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SOMETHING WE LEARNT

INSTITUTIONAL RECOGNITION

During this Madhya Pradesh program we learnt that farmers are willing to help other farmers. The fact

JOY’s work was recognised by the SKOCH Foundation as one of the top thirty Evergreen initiatives in

was that there was a paucity of funds and we were unable to provide earthworms to all the farmers.

India. JOY received the 2018 SKOCH Order-of-Merit award.

The farmers decided to help their neighbours and as their earthworms multiplied, they gave them to the
others. This created a fabulous, new and exciting concept of “Farmer help Farmer”. We will continue
to use it in the future, and adopt it in Karnataka as well.
We believe in working simultaneously in different districts and geographies in order to spread our
movement with a ripple effect – seeding the population as it were.
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EXPANDING HORIZONS & NEW COLLABORATIONS

INTENSIFYING TOTs AND DEVELOPING
NEW LEARNING MATERIALS
JOY initiated a comprehensive TOT with ICCOA for its trainers in H D Kote, Kushalnagar, Hunsur,
Gulbarga, Kanakapura, Rannebennur, Davangere and Chamrajnagar on the making of a bio-village.
Additional inputs were provided on Farmer producer societies and Intercropping methodologies and
organic agriculture.

The year brought in proposals for new collaborations: One with OP Jindal Global University in Sonipat,
Haryana to develop organic farming practices with a view to leading farmers for organic certification
and establishing sustainable bio villages. The intention of the collaboration was that while JOY would
impart training to farmers with its in-situ NSDC approved curriculum, Jindal University would conduct
evidence based reserch. Further, to quote our CEO, “Delhi is our capital city, the seat of our
Government, it is so polluted that I for one immiediately get ill upon arrival, confined to a sick bed. If I
want to meet the PM and give him a piece of my mind, fix the Nations environmental problems, and
ensure a decent livelihood for the underprivileged, we need to clean up the neighbourhood. Hariyana
and Punjab farmers must stop burning stubble”
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TOT IN HINDI

NEW RECRUITMENTS
An organisation’s strength lies in its kernel of human resource. JOY understands this and has made
constant efforts to develop the expertise and quality of staff, management structure and analytics at
the Head Office and Field levels. JOY appointed Mr. Poulose Matthen as its COO. Ms. Rashmi N. came
in to strengthen the MIS and Data Analytics work of Pragathi VG. Ms. Rupal Choudhury was inducted
to stengthen Finance and Marketing while Mr. Raghavendra was appointed to supervise Field
Operations. The building of the JOY team is amply reflected in ‘Punaschetana’, the core philosophy that
drives JOY’s Vision and Mission.

Punaschethana
A TOT in Hindi was conducted for trainers from Madhaya Pradesh and Haryana at the JOY’s Hasagulli
training centre in JOY’s endeavour to expand the organic movement to other states of India.
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a BIG

to
from all of us, the JOY team.

OUR CEO & FOUNDER TRUSTEE
OUR TRUSTEES AND ADVISORS
OUR WELL-WISHERS AND SUPPORTERS
OUR STAFF AT THE OFFICE AND IN THE FIELD,
WITHOUT WHOM NONE OF THIS
WOULD HAVE BEEN POSSIBLE.
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The task of
our generation:
Rejuvenate Soil

smitakeltonshah@gmail.com
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